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MILESTONE REPORT

This document indicates the agreement to migrate the SRM[1] security mechanisms from the current Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) to standard SSL/TLS with X509 and a new delegation method. The important agreement that will help the data area to overcome current incompatibilities applies to all EMI data components and is also supported by CASTOR(CERN) and BeStMan(LBNL).

Background

The Storage Resource Manager (SRM)[1] protocol is a mechanism to remotely manage storage. It negotiates file transfer protocols, manages name spaces, reserves spaces and assigns storage attributes, e.g. data retention policies and access latencies, to files or file collections.

As those operations have a significant impact on the operation of a site, proper authentication and authorization is required. Moreover, some of the SRM operations subsequently need to perform actions on other systems on behalf of the initial requestor. This requires credential delegation.

At the time of the initial definition of the SRM, the GLOBUS [2] framework offered a convenient way to cover those requirements with the single protocol known as the GSI [3]. The disadvantage however is that this protocol approach (i.e. httpg://) is not compatible with standard security mechanism used elsewhere, e.g. SSL/TSL with X509 (i.e. https://). This lack of standard-compliance is a hindrance to enable a broader usage of the SRM technologies that go beyond dedicated Grid-based setups to more Web-based (and thus potentially also commercial) environments.

Agreement

As standardization is one of the goals of EMI and to allow for utilizing OS provided libraries instead of proprietary software stacks, the EMI-Data area together with others in our Grid community agreed to migrate the SRM security mechanism from the traditional GLOBUS/GSI towards SSL/TSL with X509. The parties required to agree are the EMI storage elements dCache, DPM, StoRM plus CASTOR[5], and BeStMan[4]. The both later ones are SRM implementations that the EMI project is collaborating with but having no direct influence on their developments. In addition, client software providers have to agree, which are GFAL(gLite) and the ARC middleware data clients, both part of EMI-Data.

This actual agreement requires two steps

1. The agreement to migrate from GLOBUS/GSI to SSL/TSL with X509.
2. An agreement which delegation method to use.

This milestone is only about the general agreement that has been achieved for both steps. Nevertheless, a working group, combining people from EMI data, security, and computing plus people from CASTOR and BeStMan, is currently evaluating the most appropriate delegation method arising from the aforementioned second agreement.

This milestone is achieved, because all EMI-Data middleware component providers (dCache, DPM, StoRM) have agreed on the aforementioned steps implicitly through the EMI DoW and explicitly in meetings and e-mail discussions.

In addition, the agreements by CASTOR and BeStMan are attached to this document. This is an important addition to the milestone in order to ensure that EMI solutions will be not considered as storage islands having another security mechanism than the overall Grid community.
Agreement on the SRM security protocol by CASTOR

This is a statement from Dirk Düllmann (CERN), responsible for CASTOR, from Dec 15, 2010 on the migration from GSI to SSL/TSL X509.

“For Castor we did already agree with the move at the Desy SRM meeting and will collaborate with the working group to achieve a consistent move. We'll draft in the development necessary to support the additional protocol in April 2012 and Giuseppe (*) will follow the working group activities until then to make sure we are ware of the implications for the castor SRM.”

* Giuseppe Lo Presti is the CASTOR chief developer.
December 20, 2010

Re: SRM security protocol in BeStMan for EMI collaboration

To whom it may concern,

As group leader of the group that developed the Berkeley Storage Manager (BeStMan) and corresponding Storage Resource Manager (SRM) client tools at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, I agree to collaborate with the European Middleware Initiative (EMI) - Data area in order to migrate the SRM security mechanism from the current Grid Security Infrastructure (GSi) to https/x.509. Details, especially on how to resolve the necessary delegation, are discussed in the corresponding EMI-Data working group, where BeStMan would be represented.

Please feel free to contact me for any further information.

Sincerely,

Aric Shoshani

Aric Shoshani, Ph.D
Senior Staff Computer Scientist
Group Leader, Scientific Data Management Research Group
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
One Cyclotron Road, MS 50B-3238
Berkeley, CA 94720
Tel: 510-486-5171
E-mail: Shoshani@LBL.Gov